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Abstract. We address two major issues of Waves, a collective learning proto-
col that has been recently proposed. The protocol aims at enhancing individual
agent learning in an agent society organized in a network in which agents may
interact with their neighbors. In this context agent learning consists in revising a
current hypothesis according to new observations the agent receives. When con-
sidering a turn-based setting, Waves guarantees that at the end of a turn each
agent has a model consistent with all observations present within the society.
This guarantee is obtained thanks to exchange of observations and hypotheses
between neighbors. All interactions are performed in parallel and the protocol
leads to redundancies and a lack of diversity in the hypotheses revised by the
agents. The first issue concerns the redundancy that follows from the generation
and transmission by agents of hypotheses equivalent to hypotheses previously en-
countered. The second issue is the lack of diversity that, though not harming the
consistency guarantees, results in losing the accuracy increase, with respect to a
isolated agent, observed whenever all agents freely interact with each other.

1 Introduction

While artificial intelligence at the individual level remains an important area which re-
cently made impressive progress, in particular regarding learning and adaptation, there
is a clear need to study learning phenomena at the collective level, to observe efficiency
of collective learning mechanism and to propose new interaction protocols with as much
as possible theoretical guarantees.

In the setting we investigate, we consider a community of agents each individually
needing to learn some model by accessing over time observations from its environment.
The community has no shared memory while agents are nodes of a communication net-
work and may communicate with their neighbors. The community is considered as uni-
form as agents are autonomous and have the same abilities and no predefined role. The
agents have each the ability to repair their current model when confronted to observa-
tions that contradict this model. More precisely, an agent has to maintain the adequacy
(we call that the consistency) of the model with the observations it has collected. As,
at some moment, an agent has been confronted to a limited number of observations, a
model only built from these observations would then not be accurate enough. However,



as far as the agent benefits from the observations collected by the whole community,
it could build a much better model in terms of predictive accuracy, i.e. in terms of
consistency with respect to further observations. The first purpose of collective learn-
ing is then to allow agents to each have as good a model as if they had access to all
the observations in the community, while satisfying the pre-requisite mentioned above:
no shared memory, communications restricted to neighbors, and autonomy. Such pre-
requisite corresponds to many practical situations, and are close to settings found in two
other domains, namely distributed systems with error correcting abilities [?] and swarm
intelligence [?]. A second purpose of collective learning is concerned with homogeneity
of the models built within the community: the interaction between agents should not be
limited to exchange of observations, but also allow the agents to confront their models
thus resulting in a more homogeneous state of knowledge within the community.

Our contributions concern a recent collective learning protocol, named Waves [?]in
which interactions are performed in parallel in an agent network and guarantees, at
convergence, the consistency of a limited set of hypotheses selected according to the
observations in the community. The propositions, presented Section 3, are twofold.
Firstly, we address Section 3.1 computational redundancies by avoiding useless crit-
ics and merging equivalent hypotheses. Secondly, in Section 3.2 we focus on restoring
the accuracy increase with respect to a single agent which is lost when Waves does not
always provide a sufficient diversity on the hypotheses the agent revises. The resulting
improvements of Waves are experimented Section 4.

2 Collective learning in a society of agent

In a collective learning setting, a structured society of agents, represented as a graph
where nodes are agents and edges are communicational links, performs a supervised
learning task using the examples gathered by the members of the society in their re-
spective example memories Ei. We consider a turn-based setting, with two phases.
During information gathering phase, each agent tries to access its information source,
possibly getting one or more new examples. Then, in collective learning phase, which
is our focus here, agents collaboratively build hypotheses based on their information
and feedback from other agents. We focus on a simple learning task : concept learn-
ing of boolean formulae. At the end of this phase, we typically want to ensure MAS-
consistency, meaning that the hypothesis of each agent is consistent with the set of all
examples in the system (i.e. it classifies them correctly). A weaker requirement, group-
consistency, only demands that each agent has a hypothesis consistent with the set of
examples possessed by itself and its direct neighbors.

In previous work [?], collective learning has been studied in the context of a fully
connected society of agents. The resulting generic protocol SMILE ensures MAS-
consistency at the end of the collective learning phase. It is based on a learner-critic
principle, where the agent revising its hypothesis, taking the role of a learner, proposes
it to all the other agents, acting as critics, which either give a counter-example if it can
find one or accept the proposed hypothesis otherwise. In the former case, the learner
agent revises its hypothesis to take into account this counter-example, and the process
is iterated with this revised hypothesis until the learner produces a MAS-consistent



hypothesis that is then adopted by all agents. Experimental evaluations showed that
SMILE learns hypotheses that are at least as accurate as the one formed by a single agent
possessing all the examples. Moreover, in complex boolean problem, it has shown a sig-
nificant improvement in accuracy compared to a single agent. This accuracy increase
is lost if the example memories of the agents become too similar [?].

This paper builds upon the Waves protocol [?], which focuses on autonomous and
parallel behaviors of the agents. In it, after the information gathering phase, each agent
confront the MAS-consistent hypotheses kept from previous turn with its new examples.
If at least one of them is contradicted, it revises it and proposes this revision around,
initiating an interaction with its neighbors to reach group-consistency as in SMILE.
Then, each of the neighbors, when notified of the group-consistency of some hL, is
tasked with propagating hL to its own neighbors by checking it : it will temporarily
adopt it, starting new local interactions to validate the group consistency of hL or revise
it into a group consistent hypothesis h′L. In the last case, h′L is marked as a revision of
hL, so that other agents can infer that hL was contradicted when receiving it.

Each agent ai is equipped with a working hypotheses memory, defined as a tuple
〈θi,Wi, Ci, Ri〉, where θi is the current hypothesis, which the agent is currently using
in a local revision, if any. Wi is the waiting list of hypotheses, which the agent has no
yet checked but intends to. Ci is the set of checked candidate hypotheses, which are
the hypotheses that the agent already checked, which are known to be group-consistent
(and might be MAS-consistent).Ri is the set of rejected hypotheses. It is a set of identi-
fiers indicating the hypotheses that have been proved not to be MAS-consistent. Waves-
HypothesisH are represented as tuples 〈id, date, h,Anc〉where id is a unique identifier
of the hypothesis, date indicates when (the turn) it was produced, h is its logical form,
and Anc is the set of ancestors of H , that is, the identifier of the hypothesis h′ of which
it is a revision (if any) together with the ancestors of h′. The protocol unfolds as follows:

1. Initial verification. After the information gathering phase, each agent that received
new examples confront them to Ci. If some H ∈ Ci is contradicted, the agent revises it
with example memory and takes the result as its new current hypothesis θi, triggering
the protocol with a local revision. It becomes active and resets Ci, Ri and Wi to ∅.
Otherwise, the agent stays passive.

2. Local revisions. All active agents ai are involved as learner in a local protocol with
their neighbors (involved as critics) to check the group-consistency of their current
hypothesis θi, revising it until it is ensured.

3. Ending a local revision. When an active agent ai finishes a local revision, it updates θi
andRi if θi was revised during the interaction (adding its initial identifier to its ancestors
and Ri and generating a new one) before sending valid(θi) to all its neighbors. If
Wi is not empty, ai chooses a new working hypothesis in Wi and triggers a new local
protocol with it, otherwise it becomes passive.

4. Managing hypotheses. When receiving valid(H), agent ai must deal with the
underlying request to check it with its own neighbors. The process is in three steps:

(a) Initial reset. First, if H is the first hypothesis that ai would have to check in this
turn (if its date is more recent than those of Ci or θi), Ci, Ri and Wi are set to ∅, and θi
is set to H . ai becomes active, starting a local protocol to check its new θi.



(b) Filtering. Otherwise, the agent determines if it has already encountered H , as it
should only check it once. If H itself is in Wi ∪ Ci ∪ {θi} or H.id ∈ Ri, H is already
taken into account and not added anywhere, otherwise, H is added to Wi.

(c) Update from ancestors. At last, the ancestors of H are added to Ri and any
hypothesis in Wi or Ci that belongs to H.Anc is removed. If θi is in H.Anc, then
ai gets in cancelling state and will stop its current revision as soon as it has finished
receiving answers for its last propose. It will then pick a new current hypothesis in Wi

and start the next check (or become passive if Wi is empty).
5. End of phase. The protocol ends when all agents are passive. Each agent then selects
one of the shortest H ∈ Ci (lesser number of terms) as its personal hypothesis hi.

This protocol ensures that each turn terminates and that MAS-consistency is reached
for all agents upon termination. However two issues appeared when analyzing the ex-
perimental results. Firstly, average accuracy of agents hypotheses do not always benefit
from the accuracy increase observed in SMILE. Secondly, some network structures are
too costly as computational power is spent on many redundant computations. We will
see in next section how these issues can be mitigated to improve Waves performance.

3 Improving Waves

As agents process and spread information independently and in parallel, a number of
redundancies appears in Waves. First, it may have, as a critic, to examine the consistency
of the same logical hypothesis, either when different neighbors consecutively propose
it the same Waves-hypothesis or when two different Waves-hypotheses with the same
logical form are produced concurrently. We propose in 3.1 ways to reduce each of these
redundancies. Second, agents’ example memories also suffer from redundancy. With
more hypotheses in the network there are more revisions and thus examples are more
widely spread across the network leading to a loss in hypotheses diversity and causing
the loss in accuracy increase mentioned above. This is the case in particular when many
cycles and long distances between agents impose a lot of examples exchanges. With
such a high memory redundancy, the agents tend to revise hypotheses in a same way,
leading We thus propose in 3.2 some mechanisms to reduce this redundancy.

3.1 Reducing computational redundancies

Avoiding useless critics. Here, we are concerned with reducing the number of times
a given hypothesis is proposed to the same critic agent by different learners. To pre-
vent a given hypothesis from being proposed to the same critic agent by many different
learners, we attach to each Waves-hypothesisH a set of agent identifiersH.Crit. When
checking H , a learner agent will only propose it to neighbors that are not in H.Crit.
Then, when ending a local revision (step 3), the learner ai update θi.Critwith its neigh-
bors. Note that all neighbors are then notified of group-consistency even if they did not
participate as critics. Moreover, when receiving valid(H) where H is in Wi, agents
will compare the received version of H with the stored one to update the critics of the
stored one if needed. We call this process critics recording.



Merging equivalent hypotheses. In some settings, Waves generate a lot of logically
equivalent hypotheses. Since, when keeping track of hypotheses, Waves agents are only
concerned with their identifiers, such hypotheses will be propagated and checked in-
dependently. To avoid that, equivalent hypotheses should be grouped, but careful han-
dling is needed to preserve Waves theoretical guarantees. The termination and MAS-
consistency properties of Waves rely on the fact that any hypothesis that is formed will
either (i) reach all agents in the system if it is MAS-consistent, or else (ii) generates
at least one MAS-consistent descendant. This ensures both that Ci is not empty and
that it does not contain any non MAS-consistent hypothesis. As, due to local revisions,
a hypothesis can be revised to a logical equivalent of one of its ancestor, rejecting all
hypotheses equivalent to a rejected one might remove all hypotheses from Ci.

Thus, when merging hypotheses, we must ensure that each unique identifier stays
associated with its ancestors and is fully propagated. We do so by using passports,
defined as a couple (id, Anc) where id is an identifier and Anc is its ancestors’ set
: passports are created with each hypothesis and never modified afterward. Equivalent
hypotheses can thus be grouped in an equivalence class of Waves hypothesis, which will
be called a Waves eq-hypothesis and defined as a tuple 〈Pass, date, h[, Crit]〉 where
Pass is the set of passports of the hypotheses that belong to this logical equivalence
class; date represents the turn in which all hypotheses of this class were produced (we
only consider merging for hypotheses generated during the current turn); h is the logical
form of the formula, common (modulo equivalence) to all hypotheses of this class;
and Crit, if critics recording is used, is the set of agents that accepted a hypothesis
of this class. Since critics focus on the logical content, this list can be shared by the
class. Given H1 = 〈Pass1, d1, h1[, Crit1]〉 and H1 = 〈Pass2, d2, h2[, Crit2]〉 where
d1 = d2 = d and h1 ≡ h2 we can define the merging of these two eq-hypotheses as
Merge(H1, H2) = 〈Pass1 ∪ Pass2, d, h1[, Crit1 ∪ Crit2]〉.

Waves protocol then need some adaptation to deal with eq-Hypotheses. First, θi,Wi

and Ci now stores Waves eq-hypotheses (Ri remains a set of ids). Hypothesis manage-
ment phase (step 4 in Section 2) now has to deal with these equivalence classes while
still ensuring full propagation of each individual identifier. This does not affect Initial
reset (4.a), but Filtering step (4.b) must be thoroughly changed, as potential merging
should be checked and passports updated in consequence. First the passport of the new
eq-hypothesis is pruned of already rejected instances of the class (passports whose iden-
tifier is inRi), before checking whether any of the passports is really new (meaning that
its identifier has never been seen before by the agent). If not, the hypothesis manage-
ment phase can be directly finished, otherwise, at least one identifier is new, but we
must still check whether the logical content itself is new. The new hypotheses is thus
compared in turn with θi, then Wi and Ci, replacing the stored eq-hypothesis by its
merging with the new one if an equivalence is found. If the merging happens in Ci, a
new valid(H) message has to be send to the neighbors to ensure propagation of the
new identifiers. Then, if no merging is found with stored hypotheses, the new hypothe-
sis is put in Wi or θi. The last step of hypothesis management, Update from ancestors
(4.c) is also modified: eq-hypotheses are only removed when all their passports have
been rejected. At last, we also need to check for potential merging when the agent has
formed a new hypothesis at the end of a revision process.



3.2 Using forgetness in Waves

Forgetness [?] is a mechanism used in SMILE to suppress redundancies in the exam-
ple memories of the agents. When combined with broadcast in a complete graph, it
improves performances both in term of efficiency and accuracy. When faced with long
cycles or multiple examples by turn, Waves produces more hypotheses which provokes
more examples sharing, causing a loss of the agents average accuracy. We could have
each Wave-agent forget all its external examples (examples received from the other
agents) at the end of each turn. But, when an example is spread far away, it is likely to
be important and full forgetness will thus be prohibitively costly as such examples need
to be repeatedly propagated from scratch. We propose then to select the external exam-
ples that should be forgotten at the end of the turn. For that purpose we shall take into
account the distance traveled by examples to reach each agent. We define two criterion:
(i) Forgetting close examples, that is, forgetting only examples that traveled less than
a given distance k, i.e. examples whose distance tag is in {1, . . . , k}; (ii) Forgetting
odd distances, that is, forgetting all external examples who traveled an odd number of
steps. The idea here is that instead of trying to keep examples that traveled far in one’s
memory, it is enough to just ensure that at least one close agent keeps it: along the path
of such an example, each agent will either keep it or have a neighbor that does so.

4 Experimentation

An experiment is typically composed of 100 runs, each one corresponding to a se-
quence of examples incrementally sent to random agents in the MAS. Experiments are
performed on a node with 48 cores, considering system of 40 agents so that each agent
can use its own core. Agents are tasked with learning a difficult boolean problem : the
11-multiplexer (M11). We study different layouts of the network of agents taken from
[?] and covering various situations: Clique (fully-connected graph) gives an uncon-
strained case where all reference protocols are applicable; Tree5 (regular tree with five
sons) is an acyclic graph with short path length representative of hierarchical structures;
Wheel (one central node is connected to every other one, the others forming a circle)
has lots of short cycles; SmW4p05 (Small-World built with Watts-Strogatz algorithm[?]
with mean degree 4 and reconnection probability 0.5) is a structure commonly found
in self organized networks such as peer-to-peer or social networks; Line and Circle
(regular graph of degree 2) represent worst case scenario.

Critics recording and hypotheses merging We study the influence of both improve-
ments on the whole process of learning and compare its cost at the end of learning which
can be reached in M11 problem after around 300 examples. Figure 1 shows execution
time for the different improvements considered. We focus first on comparing original
Waves (1st bar in red) with its version with critics recording (Waves critMin, 2nd bar
in blue). We can see that, even on the layout that benefits less from it (Tree5), critics
recording is always beneficial: avoiding the critic of the agent who sent the hypothesis is
enough to compensate the simple additional processing involved. Graphs like Clique
and Wheel that contains many triangles show the biggest improvements. We focus, on
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Fig. 1. Comparison of execution time for the improvements of Waves in different networks.

a second time, on comparing the same original Waves with it’s version with hypotheses
merging (Waves merge, 3rd bar in pink). The benefit of merging hypotheses is clear
in networks where the presence of cycles put it at a disadvantage against sequential
protocols [?]. It also improves long distances propagation. In a cycle, a hypothesis can
be criticized by the same agent on each side with the same counter-example so it’s
more likely that the revised hypotheses on each side are similar and benefit from being
merged. Even in cases where the benefit is minimal, despite the increased complexity
of eq-Waves hypotheses, execution time is not increased. At last, merging hypotheses
and recording critics do not have the same influence and can be cumulated for greater
benefit (Waves merge CritMin last bar in violet), especially in graphs with long paths
and cycles where, while the main improvement comes from hypotheses merging, critics
recording further enhance it. Both of these modifications have benefits on communica-
tional and computational loads without any significant influence on accuracy.

Forgetness Given the combined benefits of merging hypotheses and critics recording
and their lack of influence on accuracy, we built upon these two improvements to study
forgetness, which implies a trade-off between accuracy and execution time. We study
two kinds of partial forgetness: close examples with k = 2 (Dist 1-2) and odd distances
(Odd-Dist). Their execution time and average accuracy is compared in Figure 2 to ex-
treme cases of forgetting all external examples (All-ext) or none (none).

We first observe that forgetting all external examples can get very costly in time
when MAS have sparse structures with long distances. Partial forgetness can keep the
learning computation time much lower. Both variants tend to improve accuracy at some
time expense. Forgetting close examples is very layout dependent. If its threshold k is
close to or greater than the network diameter, the protocol will behave like one for-
getting of all external examples, time consuming but accurate. However a small k in
networks with high diameter may have little difference with forgetting nothing. We can
see these two cases with the networks Wheel and Line. When forgetting odd-distance
examples, accuracy varies less between layouts since every example learned once is
kept in the immediate neighborhood independently of the diameter. Accuracy results of
this criterion are among the best while the time cost remains much more reasonable.
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Fig. 2. Four kinds of partial forgetness from none to all external examples and their impact on (a)
accuracy and (b) execution time in various 40 agents networks (results of All-ext from the last
3 graphs, omitted for scaling reason, are resp. 7600ms, 25000ms and 36000ms).

5 Conclusion

In this article we have provided and experimented improvements of the collective learn-
ing protocol Waves. Two major issues have been addressed. Firstly, by associating to
each hypothesis information about its trajectory and merging equivalent hypotheses we
avoid useless processing. Secondly, we have shown that the eventual lack of diversity
in the agent memories may be tackled by allowing agents to forget part of the ob-
servations they have memorized. We provided a reliable scheme for such a forgetting
process, and the emerging accuracy increase observed in previous protocols is then pre-
served with little additional cost. Still, there is lot to do to obtain a protocol that may
be applied to more realistic problems. A collective learning approach with autonomous
agents interacting with their neighbors is prominently interesting when the community
is composed of many agents. Then, fully preserving the MAS-consistency guarantees
leads to exchanging a lot of hypotheses and observations and there is a clear need to
find a trade-off between i) the proportion of observations present in the whole commu-
nity with which an agent hypothesis is consistent and ii) the cost of maintaining such a
consistency guarantee. In a further work we will investigate this in large communities.
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